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Abstract Abstract
We We
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about a acclrnbinatlon of micro-contact-printing micro-contact-printing
and the sol-gel sol-gel
technique technique
which which
results in structures in the the
mlcroo- and
submtcmn submtcmn
range. range.
This This
technrque which is ishere here
demonstrated demonstrated
on electrochromic tungsten oxide does not rely on vacuum methods and
may therefore therefore
be easily
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easily
upscaled to large areas. Q 2000
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it
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of the the sol-gel sol-gel
with
process
microproce
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[5,6]. When When
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[14]. In this this process
an inorganic
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The
principIe
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sim
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structures
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the the
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the literature literature
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sol-gel sol-gel
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to to process place,
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turn
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form form inorganic
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glasses) glasses) at at relatively relatively low low temperatures. temperatures. Furthermore, Furthermore, the the
process - being
- being
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coating techconventional
tech2. Sample preparation preparation
i q u e s such as
such
dip-, dip-,
spin- or or
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coating, does not not require require
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steps, and and
is therefore a cost-effective cost-effective
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We demonstrate demonstrate the
for the principle
the semiconductor
principle
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on large scales.
produce produce thin thin homogeneous
inorganic films
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technique which which has has become
as nanosphere
become known
known
lithogrananosphere

phy, and which which
works in principle principle
as follows follows
[22-241:
colloidal particles particles
of equal equalwhich
size size
are are
suspended suspend
in a a
solvent solvent
(e.g. water) are deposited deposited
on a aglass glass
surface. The

9.2urn

arange themselves themselves randomly. ra
particles usually usually
during the evaporation
the
of the solvent, solvent,
capilIary
lateral lateral
forces
capilIary
occur which which
make the the colloids colloids
to to
form form
hexagonally
he
arranged, close-packed close-packed
arrays in
arrays
a aself-assembly self-assembly
We prepared prepared colloidal colloidal
with polystyrene
monolayerspolystyr
IPS)
monol
microspheres of 3 3Frn and and 840
nm diameter,
840
diameter,
respectively.
The typical typical
size of the the
monolayers monolayers
was was
in the the
order order
of
1 1cm'. From those those
monolayers monolayer
stamps
several mm' up to to
were casted and and
used for p-CP. After
p-CP.thiols were
thiolswere transferre
a agold gold
substrate we obtained obtained hexagonal
surface surface
domains
hexagonal
to to
as as
confirmed confirmed
by lateral lateral
force microscopy. microscopy.
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bright bright
and
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correspond correspond to toand
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hydro- h
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Experimental Experimental
results results

When When
the sol is applied applied
by by
dip-coating dip-coating
a agold surface
to to
patterned
patterned
a stamp
with
applying applying electrical
fields. irradiation
electrical irradiation with with ultraviolet
ultraviolet
light
lightwith
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spheres of 3 3pm in
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containing
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a
periodic
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formed
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already
[IS] or exposure exposure
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by the the
occurrence of interference interference
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applications in
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are visible
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windows windows
[17,18]. [17,18].
with with
the bare bare
eye and and confirmed
with confirmed
an optical microc;cope.
2 2shows an atomic force microscope microscope
image image
of the
Since the the presented presented
doesapproach
not not approach
require require
or vacuum
Fig.vacuum
Fig.
be a apromising promising
method method
for the
etching etching techniques
it mighttechniques
might
sample sample
after it it was was annealed
120°C
annealed
at atabout
for about
30 min. mi
fatincation fatincation
of oxidic nanostructures nanostructures
on large large
scales.
Obviously, the sol dewetted dewetted
completely the hydrophobic hyd
Tungsten Tungsten alkoxide alkoxide
precursors
were prepared
prepared
by precursors
by
dissol- dissol-sites (see also also
Fig. I), thus thus producing producinghexamonodis
ving 3 3g gtungsten tungsten hexachloride
(WC16) in
hexachloride
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arranged
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First First
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occurs reaction
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To
To
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M
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that
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ment ment
(C5H8O2)[19]. [19].
The final mixture mixture
contained
as a asurfactant surfactant
these these
droplets exhibit chromogenic chromogenic
propel-ties wc fil.c;t fil.c
also 7also
rnl
7 dilute dilute
( I M) hydrochloric hydrochloric
in order to
acid
enhance
acid
evaporated evaporated
a athin Iayer Iayer
of palladium palladium
and then exposed expose
the
the dewetting dewetting properties.
When When
thisproperties.
this liquid
is appIied
liquid appIied
by dip dip structure to hydrogen hydrogen
gas. gas.
We observed an immediate
or spin coating
spin
coating
to to
a ahomogeneous homogeneous
substrate and annealed annealed
at
about about
12UoC,a thin
a thin
film of tungsten tungsten
(WO;)
oxide
(WO;)
isoxide
formed formed
which which
exhibits a ahighly highly reversible reversible electrochromic electrochromic behavior behavior
comparable comparable
to to
that that
of evaporated
evaporated
or sputtered sputtered material material
[3,20,21[3,20,2
1.
Chemically Chemically patterned patterned
were fabricated
substrates
fabricated
substrates
with with
self-assembled self-assembled
monolayers
monolayers
(SAMs)
on gold
gold
coated glass glass
sheets sheets
by using using combinations
of combinations
octadecanethiol octadecanethiol
( C H ~ ( C H ~ ) I ~ S H ) and
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(HS(CHI)I,OH). resulting resulting
in hydrophobic hydrophobic and and hydrophilic hydrophilic
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To transfer
respectively.
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thethiols
surface
thiols
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a to to
stamp of
stamp
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an
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material material
is required. required.can
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be
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by by
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(PDMS) (PDMS)
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an appropriate appropriate
master. A A
negative negative
image o f the master is
Fig. Fig.
2. Atomic Atomic
force microscopy microscopy
(AFM) image image
ot m m
army army
ot tungcten
produced produced
in the the cured
PDMS.
curedPDMS.
Conventional Conventional
as methods
oxide methods
dots obtained by dip coating coating
of tungqten alkoxide alkoxide
tn a achemicalFy chem
be used
photolithography photolithography
or X-ray lithography lithography
cansocan patterned surface. After
surface.
an annealing step at 12WC. the llquld llquld
drop< are
drop<
produce produce the the masters. masters.
we we
used
Here, aHere,
different
however,
different
however, into solid dots.
transformed
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the substrate for about 15 s before it was removed by tilting
the substrate. Although exactly the same recipe for the sol
was used, now the 'inverse' structure of Fig. 2 i1s obtaineci.
While the details of this process are not understo od in detail
A*.yet, we believe that the formation of this geometl-.v :la UUC;
LO
micro-phase separation between the SI~rfactant:ind the so1.
When the sol rests at the substrate, the: acetylace:tone migllt
preferentially wet the hydrophilic site:s, thus le:aving on1Y
the hydrophobic areas for the tungsten alkoxide. Thus, just
by a the details how the sol is applied to the surface a
completely different surface structure may be obtained.

-

4

4. Conclusions

Fig. 3. AFM image (3.73 X 3.75 pm2) of tungsten oxide dots fabricated by
dip coating on a gold surface prepatterned with a stamp made from a
monolayer of 600 nm microspheres. The inset shows a cross section of a
dot after the annealing process which can be fitted to a spherical cap (solid
line). The typical size (FWHM) of the dots is about 150 nm.

change in the reflected intensity which is typical for tungsten oxide thin films [25].
An array of W 0 3 dots formed on a substrate prepattemd
with a stamp molded from a monolayer of 600 nm PS
spheres is shown in Fig. 3. After the annealing process,
the typical full width half maximum (FWHM) of the dots
is in the order of 150 nm as can be seen from a cross section
in the inset. The profile of the solid dots fits very well to a
spherical cap function (solid line) which is typically
obtained for liquid drops. Obviously the polycondensation
does not alter the shape of the dot which is in agreement
with the fact that tungsten oxide forms an amorphous
network at these temperatures [20,26]. Only above 350°C
where crystallization occurs, deviations from a spherical
shape are observed.
Fig. 4 shows an example where sol was allowed to rest on

Fig. 4. Inverse structure, which is obtained when the sol is not applied by
dip coating but is allowed to rest on the chemically patterned substrate. The
substrate prepattern was obtained by a colloidal monolayer of polystyrene
spheres of 3 pm diameter.

In summary we have shown that the dewetting of tungsten
alcoholates on surfaces which are prepatterned via microcontact printing- leads to the formation of small drops. Due
to the high reactivity of this material a subsequent chemical
reaction, i.e. a sol-gel process, occurs and finally leads to the
formation of solid tungsten oxide dots. We also demonstrated that by simply changing the process how the &oxide is applied to the surface either the 'positive' or the
'inverse' structure is obtained. The results presented here
should also apply to many other materials which can be
produced by the sol-gel technique. Since the approach
presented here does not rely on vacuum techniques it
might be a convenient way of nanostructure fabrication.
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